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The morning was misty. 

 

Early in the morning, Lin Qingzhu and Zhao Wan’er were already waiting in the open space in front of 

Violet Cloud Peak’s training hall. 

 

After an unknown period of time, Ye Qiu slowly pushed open the door. 

 

“Good morning, Master.” The two of them bowed. 

 

Ye Qiu nodded and looked in the direction of the First Peak. 

 

Today was the day of the Martial Meeting. The disciples of the various factions had already headed to 

the First Peak. 

 

“Senior…” 

 

Ye Qiu was about to bring his disciples away when a handsome figure ran over from not far away. 

Needless to say, there was no one else other than Xiao Yi. 

 

“Hehe… Senior, are you going to the Martial Meeting?” Xiao Yi walked over shamelessly. 

 

Ye Qiu looked at him in shock and quickly guessed his intentions. It seemed like this Young Master Xiao 

was suffocated on Violet Cloud Peak recently. 

 

Other than cultivating every day, he would constantly supervise and urge progress of the construction. 

Other than that, there was nothing else he could do. It wasn’t easy for him to come to the Heaven 

Mending Sect, so how could he miss this once-in-a-lifetime event? 



 

Therefore, when he saw that Ye Qiu was preparing to set off, he rushed over without stopping, wanting 

Ye Qiu to bring him to see the situation. He could also take a look at the beautiful women. 

 

After Xiao Yi walked over, he greeted Lin Qingzhu and Zhao Wan’er and immediately said, “Before I 

came, my father told me that the Heaven Mending Sect’s Seven Peaks Martial Meeting is one of the 

greatest gatherings in the Eastern Wasteland. It has extraordinary significance. He told me that if I had 

the chance, I had to see it for myself. 

 

“I’ve observed for the past few days. I know that the Martial Meeting is today. Senior, can you bring me 

along to see the world? Don’t worry, Senior, I’ve already turned over a new leaf. I definitely won’t cause 

trouble for you.” 

 

His phobia of Ye Qiu had yet to recover, so he probed softly. If Ye Qiu didn’t agree, he would 

immediately turn around and run. 

 

Ye Qiu looked at him in amusement and said, “Okay, since you performed so well, you can come along.” 

 

This kid was becoming more and more pleasing to the eye. A man who could submit and stand tall was 

very good. 

 

Moreover, Ye Qiu had seen everything he had done during this period of time. He had been busy with 

Violet Cloud Peak and had done many things. 

 

“Alright.” Hearing Ye Qiu agree, Xiao Yi immediately wanted to look for Lin Qingzhu and Zhao Wan’er to 

high-five to celebrate. 

 

However, Zhao Wan’er only covered her mouth and smiled. She did not choose to high-five him. Lin 

Qingzhu looked at him in disdain and turned to leave. 

 



“Uh…” Xiao Yi stood awkwardly on the spot, but he didn’t care. He was already used to their 

personalities and got along quite well. 

 

Ye Qiu slowly walked in front and said, “It’s about time. Let’s go.” 

 

As he spoke, he rose from the ground and instantly flew towards the First Peak. At this moment, he no 

longer needed the help of any treasure to fly. He could completely walk in the air. And he was extremely 

fast. After breaking through the Infinite Distance, one would be able to teleport. After reaching the 

Cardinal realm, the teleportation distance would be even further. 

 

However, in order to let them catch up, he did not choose to teleport. 

 

Seeing that Ye Qiu was the first to set off, Lin Qingzhu immediately summoned the Violet Cloud Sword 

and followed on her sword. 

 

Zhao Wan’er followed closely behind. She casually summoned her caltrop and flew out like a phoenix 

spreading its wings. Her movements were very beautiful. That caltrop was the treasured weapon that Ye 

Qiu had given her. It was Qi Wuhui’s compensation treasure. 

 

Unfortunately, this treasure did not trigger a high-critical return and only returned an ordinary spirit 

artifact. It was really a pity. 

 

After Zhao Wan’er caught up, Xiao Yi was extremely excited. He hurriedly summoned his sword and 

followed the team in front when he knew that he would soon be able to witness the number one grand 

meeting of the Heaven Mending Sect. 
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A few minutes later. 



 

On the First Peak, in front of the Jade Pure Hall. It was crowded and lively. 

 

The disciples of the various factions were already present. Other than the disciples participating in the 

Martial Meeting, there were also many disciples present to watch the commotion. 

 

“Sigh, which peak do you think will take first place in this Martial Meeting?” 

 

“I think that if Eldest Senior Brother doesn’t participate, the greatest probability will be between Hidden 

Sword Peak and Wind Returning Peak.” 

 

“I heard that the Eldest Senior Brother of the Hidden Sword Peak, Qi Hao, has already reached the 

Celestial realm. His strength is unfathomable.” 

 

“Although Senior Brother Lu Yunsheng of Wind Returning Peak is relatively low-key, his cultivation is not 

inferior to Qi Hao at all. In fact, I feel that he is stronger.” 

 

“No, no, no. Don’t you think Violet Cloud Peak is the one with potential?” Someone said. 

 

Everyone laughed when they heard this. 

 

“Haha, come on! I admit that Martial Uncle Ye of Violet Cloud Peak is indeed powerful.” 

 

“However, his disciple has only been in the sect for three months. Her cultivation level is at most in the 

Black Finger realm. What potential can she have?” 

 

“In my opinion, Senior Sister Liu of the Heavenly Water Peak might have a higher chance.” 



 

Everyone discussed animatedly and gathered in the square to discuss the champion candidate of this 

Martial Meeting. 

 

At this moment, a ray of light flew across the sky. Everyone looked up. 

 

On that light stood a dense crowd. The person in the lead was the peak master of the Hidden Sword 

Peak, Qi Wuhui. 

 

Behind him was Qi Hao. 

 

“D*mn! Everyone says that Eldest Senior Brother of the Hidden Sword Peak has an extraordinary 

bearing and powerful strength. I didn’t believe it at first, but he really lives up to his reputation after 

seeing him today.” 

 

Standing in the crowd, Qi Hao was like a rising star, attracting everyone’s attention. After all, it was 

difficult not to notice a popular candidate for the championship. 

 

Qi Hao revealed a confident smile and was calm when he sensed the admiring gazes around him. He 

enjoyed the feeling of being the center of attention. 

 

At this moment, another light flashed. 

 

“Haha, Senior Brother Qi, I thought I was early enough. I didn’t expect you to be earlier than me.” Other 

than Yang Wudi, there was no one else who could speak so boldly. 

 

Qi Wuhui glanced at him coldly and did not speak. 

 



Another figure slowly descended from the sky. That graceful figure and beautiful face immediately 

attracted everyone’s attention. 

 

Yang Wudi and Qi Wuhui were stunned when they saw that it was Ming Yue. 

 

“Cardinal’s aura?” 

 

Both of them could see the disbelief in each other’s eyes. 

 

Ming Yue had already broken through to the Cardinal realm? Then wouldn’t she be the youngest 

Cardinal apart from Ye Qiu? 

 

Suddenly, he felt a pressure multiply. Yang Wudi shook his head in disbelief. 

 

A month ago, Ming Yue was still at the peak of the Hidden Life Five Realms. A month later, she had 

already reached the Cardinal realm. 

 

“I didn’t expect Perfected Ming Yue to also break through to the Cardinal realm. I can’t believe it.” 

 

“In our Heaven Mending Sect, other than the Sect Master, Martial Uncle Qi Wuhui of the Hidden Sword 

Peak, and Martial Uncle Ye of Violet Cloud Peak, there is another Cardinal expert.” 

 

“Hehe, there’s something to see this time! I heard that Violet Cloud Peak and Hidden Sword Peak have 

never gotten along. I wonder what will happen in this Martial Meeting. I’m really looking forward to it.” 

 

“Right, why don’t I see anyone from Violet Cloud Peak? Did they forget the time?” 

 



Everyone discussed. 

 

Suddenly, a purple light descended from the sky. Everyone looked over. 

 

In the sky, a white figure slowly descended from the purple light. 

 

“It’s Violet Cloud Peak’s Martial Uncle Ye and his disciples.” 

 

Everyone was delighted. They had always heard that this youngest martial uncle of the Heaven Mending 

Sect was powerful and had an unfathomable cultivation. 

 

However, they had only heard of him and had never seen him before. They were very curious. 

 

Now that the Violet Cloud Peak had finally appeared, everyone looked over in surprise. 

 

Qi Wuhui’s eyes were filled with ruthlessness as he looked at that figure. He knew that the person he 

hated the most had come. 


